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RICKETS 
A History of the Ohanges in the 
Conception of the Etiology 
Senior Thesis 
G. Lee Sandritter 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA COnLEGE OF MEDICINE 
April 1935 
FOREVIORD 
In considering a disease, one wants to know: first, 
how to cure it, and second, how to prevent it. 
The cure and prevention in all diseases depends, 
almost wholly on the conception of etiology. A full under-
standing of a disease, like that of a nation, depends on one's 
knowledge of the factors that playa part. Therefore in this 
paper I have attemped to show the changes in the concept-
ion of the Etiology of Rickets, from the first knowledge of 
the disease down to that of the present. 
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RICKETS: A History 
of the Changes In the Conception of Etiology. 
The history of a disease starts with its first clear 
clinical picture. In the case of rickets we find that this 
dates from about the middle of the seventeenth century. In 
1650 a book by Glissen was published in Latin nnder the tit-
le "De Rachitide sive Morobo Peurili qui vulge The Rickets 
dicitur, tractus." It was reprinted in I65I and translated 
into English by Phil • .Armin (I). However, in 1645 Daniel 
Whistler read as his inaugural address a short treatise on 
rickets. There is quite a little controversy among authori-
ties as to which was the first to do the original work, but 
we will not enter that discussion at this place. In any eve-
nt the recognition of rickets as a clinical entity dates from 
this period. 
To go back and trace a reference to symptoms of rickets 
in writings of the periods before this is, although very inter-
esting, very difficult. Rickets is a cronic disease with a 
low mortality and no striking clinical symptoms such as a high 
fever or prostration, and so might escape the notice of the 
early writers. One will see that this is not at all an un-
common probability when he remembers that today it is extreme-
ly hard to sccurately diagnose some of the epidemics that swept 
over Europe. The same is true of the plagues. As a result 
there is often an honest but different opinion as to the dis-
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ease referred to in the light of our knowledge today. And 
this is true in spite of the fact that some of the epidemics 
were very dramatic in their manifestations and clinical sym-
ptoms. 
In going back to early writings we find that F'indlay (2) 
in searching the archaeological records of Ebers, Brugsch, 
and London found no clear reference to rickets in any of the 
medical papyri.. Smi th( 3} says that there is no unmistakable 
evidence of rickets found in any cemetery in Egypt or Nubia. 
It is true that Ruffer (4) claims to have found ev~dence of 
dental caries in the teeth of all periods of Egyptian history. 
While caries is often associated with rickets there are other 
factors which might cause caries of the teeth besides those 
associated with rickets. Since today we knowof the import-
ance of sunshine in the prevention of rickets it is not sur-
priSing that rickets should be rare in Egypt if, indeed, it 
occured at all. 
There seem to be no records of any kind that would lead 
one to think that they knew of the disease in the ancient civ-
ilizations of Babylonia or India (5). 
Findlay (6) says that the earliest known example of 
rickets in man or the lower anim~ls occured in the ape. He 
quotes Loret of Lyons as describing the disease in the remains 
of apes kept captive in one of the temples at Thebes. Findlait' 
himself adds that, "should such be indeed the case it would 
cause us no surprise, as in modern t imes ~; oung monkeys kept 
in captivity are liable to develop the rickets". It is true 
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that the disease may have occured, and probably did occur in 
man. But the point he wishes to bring out is that conditions 
did not at that time exist which would produce the disease as 
we know it today in our large industreil centers. 
Jaeger (7) reports some data on an examination of some 
bones dating back to the early Middle Ages. He cites the in-
st~mce of 9. femur found in a prehistoric grav'~! of the Hall-
st?ctt period which showed marke1 lateral bowing. This evi-
dence might, of course, be disputed, but it is supposed to 
be su!.>ported b;ythree of the eminent pathologists of the day. 
Part of the difficult~' lies in the scarcit~ of bones of J'oung 
children of that period. 
Garrison (8) states that Delpech thought a description 
b~ Thersites in the second Iliad a t)pical picture of rickets. 
When we come down to a later period when Greek civiliz-
ation was dominating the world, there is still very little,to 
show that the disease was known at that time. Does that mean 
that they did not have rickets at that time, or only that they 
did not recognize it? If we assume the latt:::r, it must be that 
Hippocrates, who was a very carefu,_ observer, missed the s;:,n-
droma. On the other hand some students hav~ found wha~ they 
consider allusions to rickets in the writings of the man who 
is known as the Father Of Medicine. Hess (9) gives the trans-
lation of the disputed reference as takdn from the Loeb Class-
1c8.1 Librar~ as follows:tfwhen hump-back occurs in children be-
fore the body has completed its growth, the arms and legs 
attain full Size, but the body will not grew correspondingly 
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at the spine; these parts are defective. And where the hump 
is above the diaphtagm, the ribs do not enlarge in breadth, 
_ but forward, and the chest becomes pointed instead of broad; 
the patients are also short of breath, and hoarse, for the 
cavities which receive and send out the breath have smaller 
capacity •.••.••. They have also, as a rule, hard and unripened 
tubercles in the lungs; for the origin of the curvature and 
contraction is in most eases due to such gatherings, in which 
the neighboring ligaments take part. Cases where the curvat-
ure is below the diaphragm are sometimes complicated with aff-
ections of the kidneys and parts of the bladder, and besides 
there are purulent absessions in the lumbar region and about 
the groin, chronic and hard to cure; and .neither of these causes 
resolution of the curvatures". Now if one reads only the- first 
part of this dascription he might think that writer had the 
disease rickets in mind. When he reads the last part however 
it is more likely t-hat Hippocrates was referring to tuberculosis. 
It is quite probable that there were cases of rickets in Greece 
at that time but it is likely that the large amount of sun..,. -
shine in that country would be sufficient to protect the child-
ren from the disease. There is also another passage that has 
been interpreted as referring to rickets: If In some also the 
attitude assumed in.bed contributes conjointly with' the mal-
ady to produce lateral curvature Tl • He then goes on to add:-
I/these conditions will be spoken of in connection with disease 
of the lungs". This last would seem to imply that -Hippocrates 
was again thinking of tuberculosis .. These passag~~s Illustrate 
very nicely how easy it is for one to misinterpret older 
writings. 
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In n Aphorisms" hippocrates states: "At the approach 
of dentition pruritus of the gums, fevers, convulsions, 
diarroeha, especially when sutting the teeth, are apt to 00-
cur and chiefly in those who are particularly fat and have 
constipated bowels." We see that both Hippocrates and Galen 
are very careful observers and give little space to a dis-
cussion of diseases of the bones;; this would seem to in-
dicate that since neither of these men mention the rickets 
that the disease did not occur commonly enough to come under 
their observations'5). 
It is in the first part of the second century A. D. be-
fore we find the first real account of any disorder that we 
can say refers to rickets. Soranus of Ephesus, a biographer 
of Hip~ocrates and a well known pediatrist and ,bstetrician 
of his day, gives a description of the disease in his book 
on gynecelogy and pediatrics, Hess (9) and Findlay (2) beth 
give essentially the same account of the translation of the 
passage in questiGn. In one chapter, "How must one teach chil-
dren to sit and to stand?" he gives the following: "When a 
child attempts to sit or to stand, one must aid its movements. 
If it sit too early or long, it will tend to become deformed, 
as the vertebral column benas, due to the softening of the 
bones. If it stand or walk too soon, the legs (especially the 
thighs) will become crooked. 1I And again, "Vlhy the majority 
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of the Homan children are distorted?fI "This is observed to 
happen more in the neighborhood of Rome than in other places. 
Some suggest as a reason: that the city is undermined by 
cold waters and that their (i. e. the children's) bodies 
are easily chilled. Others suggest the frequent sexual inter-
course of the wo~en, or intercourse taking place after a 
drunken bent. The truth of the matter lies in the inexper-, 
ience of the people with regard to the rearing of children; 
for women in, the city have not so great 1=1, love for their 
children as to have regard to every particular; as the women 
of purely Greek stock do. If no one oversees the infant his 
limbs become, in the generality of cases, twisted, for the 
whole weight of the body rests on the legs, and the floor 
or pavement en which he walks is hard and linyielding, being 
for the most part laid with stones. When therefore, he rests 
upon a hard substance, the weight pressing on the limbs is 
great, and the limbs which bear him up are frail; the limbs 
must then of necessity give way a little, since the bones are 
not yet stiff. Hence, when he first begins to sit he must be 
propped up with swathings of bandages to counterbalance the 
ills that gain the mastery over him, nor must he sit for . 
long at first. As he ad-vances further to the stage of creep-
ing and standing up a little, then one should place him up 
, 
against a wall and leave him alone. But for the purposes of 
making him approach, use a wheel chair." From this passage 
we see that it must undoutedly refer to rickets; and was 
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very common in Rome. We would expect this tOjbe the case in 
so much as Rome was a great city at that time, and even today 
rickets is very common there. 
A very interesting phase of this account is the re-
straining of the free use of the limbs. Soranus in his zeal 
to aid the growing child did much harm to the child; as is 
well known today. Because of the wide reputation of Soranus 
'in his field, he left precepts which cause men of the pro-
fession to follow this bad practice for years. In the same 
wa~ he left eroneous ideas with reference to feeding. Soranus 
advocates giving the child. no food for the first two days; 
and even then not the mothers milk but that of the nurse. 
This account might serve as a reminder that the doctor should 
not do more injury ta his patients than he does good. 
Rousseau,(5) according to Dick,was the first to attack 
this bad habit of swathing the infants in bandages as soon 
as they are born. 
W. Ebstein in an interesting historical paper on rick-
ets (10) says that Galen refers to rickets in his work, De 
Moriburum eausis". There is a question, here again, as to 
whether Galen was familiar with the work of Soranus. In either· 
case, Soranus adds a little to the knowledge, for he disting-
uishes between knock-knee and bOW-legs, He also mentions the 
deformities of the chest, such as funnel-shape and pigeon 
breast. Galen attributes these deformities to the swaddling 
of the babies by the·nurses in early life. He, especially, 
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calls attention to it in the case of female babies, and says 
it was due to the desire of the nurses to make the hips of 
the girls prominent. Hess (7) mentions a report by Baelz in 
which there is mention of the same sort of practice found 
among the Japanese ~eople. The account tells of an encircling 
deformity below the ni~~le line produced by pressure of the 
swaddling clothes upon the s0ft bones of the infant. 'Strange 
as it may seem, he also mentions the excessive nourishment 
as a factor in producing the deformity. 
There seems to be little reference to rickets in the 
literature until the sixteenth century. But Foote (II) in the 
"American Journal Disease of Children" mentions some paint-
ings: Stephen Lochner's tlVirgin" in 1447 in Colon, "Adoration 
of the Ch1ld ll by Hans Bergmaier in 1449, both of which hang 
in the museum at Richartzj"The Nativityfl by Walhgemuts in 
1479 at Zwicke.m; nVirg1n And Child" by Hans Bergmaier in 1500 
at Nuremberg; these he says are all evidence of the common 
occurence of rickets at that time, for the all show the prom-
inent frontal bosses and the grove of the breast or the rosary. 
Foote argues that since the painters used this type of head 
for their models that it must have been fairly common. 
The man known as the Roman Hippocrates, Celsus, in 
the ~eigns of Augustus and Tiberius, wrote eight b00ks on 
Medicine. He tells of caries'of the bones but does not ment-
ion rickets; so we are at liberty to use our own viws on the 
matter as to whether rickets existed in Rome. It is quite 
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probable that it did, but was not recognized as such, due to 
the lack of the striking clinical manifestations, which were 
very much in evidence in most of the diseases that were well 
known at that time. 
Theodosius in the sixteenth century, living at Bologna, 
mentions the disease in his nMedical Epistles" published about 
the middle of the century. Hess (7) mentions this account and 
calls attention to the fact that again it came from Italy, He 
cautions us not to interpret this as due to the extreme fre-
quency of the disease there; but rather to the position of pre-
eminence that Italy held in Medicine ta that time. Theodosius 
tells of being called to see an infant, aged eighteen months, 
which could not move or sit; indeed could hardly hold its head 
erect, and which showed in the dorsal region both a gibbus and 
and a marked lateral curvature. He does not tell how common 
this disease was at that time. Due to the age of the patient 
there is not much doubt that this was a case of rickets. 
Some writers mention an account of rickets written in 
1582 by a Swiss '9hysician Reusner. Hess (7) writes that hf 
inquired of several of the large medical libraries, both here 
and abroad, and W8,S unable to obtuin any informat ion concern-
ing it. 
Wood Jones (II) writing in I9n7 after an extensive study 
of bodies from Nubia and Egypt fou.nd that osteo-arthritis with 
extensive lipping of the articular surfaces to an extent un-
known today. They did not show definite eV:i!dence of rickets 
although -the femurs did in some instances show bowing. 
If) 
Findlay (2) reln.arks that Ruffer imagined he found ricket s' in" 
the Soudan, b"'..lt that Ruffer was not aware of the amount of bow-
ing the normal femur might show. Dick (5) tells of the bones 
of 40()() people, dating from the thirteenth to the sixteenth 
century, in an excellent state of preservation, under the church 
at Hythe, and showing evidence of osteo-arthritis, but no rick-
ets. 
In the seventeenth century we find a French physician 
Guillimeau (I2) giving an account of rickets. He writes in 
itA Treatise of the Disease of Infants and Young Children" pub-
lished in 161')9: "But-we must also look and-have an eye that the 
nurse or she that swathes the child and dresses him do not make 
him worse, and of a well fashioned child, in all the parts of 
his body, do not meJce him deformed or misshapen, and so spoil 
him. For in swathing the child roost often they bind him and 
crush him so hard that they make him grow crooked ....... but 
this crushing makes his ribs and breast stand out, so that the~ 
are bended and draw the vertebrae .to the.m, which makes the back 
bone to bend and give inwardly or outwardly or else to one side;, 
and that causes the child to be crump-shouldered or crooked-
breasted, or else to have one of' his shoulders at stand furt-her 
out than the oxher. Some also bind the hips so hard that theJ' 
become small, and that hinders the.m from growing and waxing 
big, which doth much harm, especially to maids who should have 
large hips, that when the~' come of age they ma~ bring forth 
goodly children. Galen has observed that the too straight and 
hard binding or crushing of the hams and legs of little ch11o.-
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ren when they are swathed, doth make them grow crooked-legged 
and they will remain, as the Latins oall~it, Vari or Valgi, 
growing either inward or outward with their knees. This im-
perfeotion may also happen through the nurses fault, by always 
oarrying the ohild upon one arm, and the same side, and by 
holding the knees hard toward her and making them stand like 
a bow." There is not muoh doubt but that Guilleneau was des-
oribing the same syndrome that later was known as rickets. 
Pare', another Frenohman, in 1663, (7) a surgeon during 
Franois I, describes varus and valgus deformities of the legs. 
Re does not refer to active rickets, it is true, but from his 
accounts the results of rickets were well known in France at 
that time. 
The next reference to rickets takes us to England and 
a heated argument concerning Whistler and Glisson. In 1645 
Whistler published an inaugural address for his Doctor of Med-
iCine, "Inaugural Medical Di?putation on the Disease of Eng-
lish Children Which is Popularly Known as Rickets. n Hess (7) 
writes that there is no copy of this in the United States, but 
that he had the Library of the Surgeon General give him a photo~ 
static copy of it. Hess describes the paper as being terse 
and direct, of being more like a compendium than a first or 
early description of a disease. Whistler describes the dis-
ease as being endemic in England, but was unknown to the anc-
ients. He says that it had been observed about twenty",s1x 
years before this time, and the name rickets given to it by 
those who treated the disease empirically. The Dorset dia-
lect gives its origin from the verb, to "rucket", meaning to 
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to breathe with difficulty. He gives seventeen diagnostis 
sym'ptoms: Swelling of the abdomen, especially on the right 
side, enlargement of the epiphyses of the joints, nodosities 
at the costal-condral junctions, general softness of the bones, 
enlargement of the head when hydro-cephalus supervenes, flac-
idity of the soft parts, retarded dentition and caries of the 
teeth, narrowness of the chest, prominence of the sternu~ and 
deformities of the thorax, labored breathing and cough. He 
also added other symptoms wh,ichwe recognize as complications 
of the disease. 
Sir Norman More tells us that the original work was done 
by Glisson and that Whistler stole it (13). Hess (7) and 
Dick (5) are both of the pp inion, that Whistler~,had no intent-
ion of tr~ing to steal the efforts of another man. Some writ-
ers have suggested that Whistler , since he was only getting 
his degree at that time, and that Glisson, a well establish-
ed authority, and a man of fort:r-e ight years, it would have 
been impossible for Whistler to have hoped to claim the orig-
inal wodk. Hess (7) suggests that it was quite likely that 
a young ambitious student should wish to write on a new and 
interesting disease upon which so much new and interesting 
work was being done, and that he probably used some of the 
experimental work of Glisson's. And it is not likely that 
Glisson would care if a comparatively unimportant student 
should want to use some of his material. 
Fuller (I4) in a paper entitled, "Good Thoughts in Bad 
Times", published in I647, wrote of "A JIew Disease fl in the 
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following way: "There is a disease of infants (and an infant 
disease having scarcely yet gotten a proper name in Latin) 
called the rickets; wherein the head waxeth too great, whilst 
the legs and lower parts wain too little. A woman in the west 
hath happily, healed many by cauterizing the 'vein behind the 
ear". 
One year before the work of Glisson appeared, a treatise 
entitled tiDe Affectibus Omissis", by Arnold Boate (7), was 
published, which contained some references to rickets. He 
describes d~formities of both the chest and sternum. He writes 
"Not only does this disease exist in England and Ireland, but 
in other regions it is also present, and so far as Gaul is 
concerned, to my knowledge, it Vlost certainl~/ exists there. 
Indeed in the space of three and a half years since these thjngs 
were written I have seen various children here in Paris lab-
oring with the disease, and. by these methods familiar to me 
and by the principles indicated I have happily been able to 
effect a cure. fI Three years later he published a book written 
by his brother. This book was finished in 1645 (15). It con-
tains the following: "Among the reigning diseases of Ireland. 
Rickets also may with good reason be reckoned, and is so well 
known to everybody in England that it is needle'ss to give any 
description of it; and yet to this day never any physician, 
either English or any other nation, made any the least mention 
of it, no not in those works which are expressly written of 
all manner of disease and accidents of little childFen. 
"In Ireland this disease is wonderfull rife now, but it 
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hathnbthing ne'er been so long known there as in England, 
e i thar through. the unskillfulness or neglect of the ph~'{sicians 
(the roost part wgereof in both kingdoms to this da~' are ignor-
ant not only of how to cure it, but even of the nature and 
,property th~reof ) or that really it is new there, and never 
before having been in Ire:,land, hath go't footing in it only 
within these last few years. Tl So it is quite evident that 
rickets was well known by I65n. 
In 1651") 'Glisson, .A Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians of London, brought out the result of his work on the 
new disease of children. The treatise was published in Latin 
under the title, nDe Rachitide sive Morto Puerili qui vulgo 
The Rickets (licitur fl , and &. year later the work appeared in 
English. Dick (5) says that thereJlwere two editions printed 
in London that year. Originall~ there were seven members, 
Fellows of the Royal College, appointed to collaborate in its 
composition. Glisson, who was an orthopedic surgeon and might 
have gained his first knowledge of the disease from his obser~ 
vat ions of the results of rickets, did so much of the work 
and so far outshadowed the other men that they withdrew in 
order not to deform the work. 
It is interesting to note that several other men made 
important contributions to our knowledge of science during 
the Same century. Among these were Bacon, Harvey with his 
important contributionto anatomy of the circulator~/ system, 
Newton Browne anc1 Descartes the French physicist. 
Galen had thought of the body in terms of the humeral 
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theor~r and Glisson was not able to escape this way of consid-
ering the body. As an example Glisson writes; that rickets is 
a cold distemper; that it is moist; that it consisteth in pen-
ury or !>aucity of spirits; that it consisteth in stupefaction 
of the spirits. Thus we see that the philosophical attitude 
toward medicine was still in vogue. The bacterial basis for 
disease had not yet been proven. 
Glisson suggested the word Ilrackitis" from the Greek 
word meaning spine (5). In German (7) the disease was called 
Itrackitis" and in French ffrackitisme". Dick (5) suggests that 
the word rickets was in common usage in England when Glisson 
wrote, and that he adopted the common word. Hess (7) also took 
this view. Dick also tells of the English word flricktl, mean-
ing twist, as the origin of the word. 
Glisson was firmly that rickets was a new disease. He 
writes of it: "This is absolutely a new disease and never des-
cribed by any of the Ancient or Modern writers in their pract-
ical books which are extant at this da~;. om' the Diseases of 
Infants. But this disease became known as far as we could 
gather from the relation of others after a sedulus inquiry, 
about thirty years sincs, in the countries of Dorset and Som-
erset, lying in the western part of England, since which time 
the observation of it hath been derived from other places, in 
London, Oxford, Cambridge and almost all of the southern and 
western parts of the kingdom; in the northern countries this 
affect is very rarely known, and scareel~i yet made known among 
the vulgar people." (7). Whlile Glisson thought he was deal-
,~' 
,,.. 
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ing with a new disease, yet we have shown that although the 
disease was not always recognized, still there were evidences 
of it, as we have shown in above places. And as we now know 
of the importance of sunlight on the production of rickets,it 
must have been present before the seveenteenth century. Sir 
Thomas Barlow (15) says that rickets was Coeval with civiliz-
ation. The evidence , however as we have shown, does bear out 
the fact that it existed in the ancient civilizations of Baby-
lonia, Egypt, and India. Dick (5) suggests that it would be 
more accurate to say that it was a disease af modern indust-
rialism of the great crowded towns of Europe. Before that time 
it was likely only an isolated case, except where conditions 
simulated these, such as were in the Roman civilization at the 
time of Soranus of Ephesus. It is t~~e that as far as England 
was concerned, the disease did appear there about the beginn-
ing of the seventeenth century. We see that the crowded towns 
of northern Europe with their cold damp winters, during which 
'the infant was kept inside for months at a time, and their 
lack of sunshine plus the tight swaddling, which was almost 
universal at that time gave a perfect est of conditions to 
produce rickets. Further, we can understand in the light of 
the present conception of the causes of rickets, and its pre-
vention, just why the child recovered when he was a little 
larger and could get out in the sunshine and have plenty of 
exercise. The first place for an account of rickets to appear 
was in the "Bills of Mortality" (5&7) ,where it is given as the 
cause of a large number o~ deaths. 
,-
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While the discussion of the one first to write of rick-
ets oan probably not be solved, it is quite possible that nei~her 
Glisson nor Whistler used the work of the other. At any rate 
Glisson's work gives us a descriptionof the clinical syndrome 
which has been little enlarged upon even today. 
Dick (5) gives us a description o~ ~lisson's clinical 
Syndrome. He makes his anatomical observations under four 
headings: 
"I. Anatomical observations, t~e body not yet being 
o,ened, which are outwardly visible upon the first appearance 
of the naked body:-
T 
..I.. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
An irregulari t~! or dis proport ion of the part s; 
namely, the head bigger than ordinary and the face 
fat and in good constitution in respect of the bther 
parts; 
The external members and the muscles of the whole 
body were slender and extenu~,+; ,~i, as if it had been 
wasted with an atrophy or a consumption; 
The whole skin, both the true and the fleshy and 
the fattish membranes, appear lank and hanging 
loose like a glove; 
About the joints, especiall~- about the wrists and 
ankles, certain swellings are oonspicuous; 
The articles or joints and the habits of all the 
external parts are less firm and rigid and more 
flexible than at another time they are observed 
to be in death; 
6. The breast is outwardly lean and yery narrow, espec-
ially under the arms, and seemeth on the sides to 
be, as it were, compressed; the stern also is some-
what pointed like the keel of a ship or the breast 
of a hen; 
7. The, top of the ribs, to which the stern is conjoin-
ed with gristles, are knotty, like unto the joints 
of the wrists and ankles; 
8. The abdomen is lean, but inwardly in respect to the 
parts contained in it is somewhat sticking out, 
and seemeth to be swelled and extended. 
II. The abdomen being opened:-
I. The liver in all that we have dissected hath exceed-
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ed in biggness, but was well coloured, and not much 
hardened nor contaminated by any other remarkahle vice; 
2. The spleen for the most part not to be contumed; 
3. We have sometimes espied a wheyish water in the cavity 
of the abdomen, but, indeed, not often, nor in any 
great plenty; 
4. The stomach and guts are somewhat more infected with 
flatulent humours than sound bodies usually are; 
5. The mesentery is sometimes faultless and sometimes affect-
ed with glandulous excrescences; 
6. The kidneys, ureters, and bladder, unless there be a 
concomitancy of some other disease, are laudably 
sound. We observe in general of all the viscera 
contained in the abdomen that, although the parts 
containing them are very much extenuated and emac-
iated, yet are they as large and as full , if not 
larger and fuller, than those seen in sound bodies, 
as has been said of the liver. 
III. The stern being withdrawn. 
Various morbid conditions are described, adhesions, 
enlargement of the mediastinal glands, but Glisson is 
careful to not say that all the conditions found at post-
mortem examinations may not be due to rickets at all. 
IV. The skull being opened. 
He notes here that the condition may be complicated 
with hydrocephalus. 
He describes the signs under five heads: 
1. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
The··d.1agnostical; 
Signs which helong to the disproportioned nourish-
ment of the parts; 
The signs which belong to the respiration; 
Those that apertain to the vital influx; 
Certain vagabond and Wandering signs." 
The beading of the costal-condral junction and the 
enlargement of the epiphyseal lines of the long bones, the 
softening and bowing of the long bones are all described. 
He gives this picture:- "The younger children who are car-
ried about in their nurses arms when they are pleased with 
anything do not laugh so heart il~T, ne i ther do the~ st ir them-
selves with so much vigor, and shake and brandish their 
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little joints, as if they were desirous to leap out of their 
nurses hands; also when they are angered. they do not kick so 
fiercely, neither do they cry with so much fierceness, as 
those who are in health ••.•. They are not delighted with the 
agitation of their bodies as other children do; yea, when 
the disease prevaileth they are averse to 8.11 motion of their 
limbs, crying as they are at play that is ever so gentle, and 
being pleased with gentle usage and quiet rest. Their count-
enances are much more composed and severe than their age would 
require, as if they were intent and ruminating on some serious 
matter." 
Glisson did not think that rickets was a congenital 
disease, but a result of the environment. He did, however, 
think that certain conditions in the parents might render the 
offspring susceptible, as: "a soft, loose and effeminate 
constitution of either parent; an over moist and full diet; 
a delicate life abandoned to ease and VOluptuousness; a 
lack of' exercise, immoderate sleep, a sedenter~, and soft 
·life •••• We affirm that the rifeness of the disease in England 
hath been much promoted by that long and secure peace •..•• 
for by this the more wealthy and secure families which were 
first invaded by this evil, and which still 'doth invest 
them more th~n others, had addicted themselves to idleness 
and a loose effeminate life, and therefore they fall into 
a moister, softer and degenerate constitutionand such as was 
less purged ami'cleansed from excrementitious humours." 
He thou.ght the disease was more frequent in the south and. west 
than other parts of England, because the life was easier 
there, and more fruitful. 
It is quite easy for us, with the knowledge which we 
have concerning the cause of rickets, to see the reason 
for a lack of adequate treatment; since they had no idea of 
Vitamin D or of the part played by sunshine in the prevent-
ion and treatment of rickets. Glisson advanced many arg-
uments, to us absurd, to show that rickecs consisted in 
ttappaucit~T of s,?irits tt etc. In hL3 clinical and patholeg-
ical observations he has the trend of modern medicine; but 
in his etiological conception of rickets he is hopelessly 
of the past. This is, of course, to be expected when we 
rem~mber that Glisson lived during this transition period. 
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Burland (16) cites a case of rickets and an examination 
that was made in 1856. In that year, Wilkenson examined 
the remains of Princess Elizab~th, daughtar of King Charles I, 
who died in 165~. The bones showed evidence of rickets. 
The epiphises were defi~itely longer, the legs bowe~ out, 
the spine shaped like a dOl .. ble S and the humeri curved outward.. 
Bad nursing was thou.ght to have been th;:3 Cj.use of her death. 
This is an interesting account in as much as her death 
a ccnred the sallie year tha.t Glioso:n publ ished hL) book all 
rickets. 
Mayow (17) in 1669, published a tredtise,nDe Rack-
itide." He added iittle to the former picture of the disease. 
He did differ in his idea of the cause however t thiYlkint; the 
pathilogy was primarily in the muscles and that th, bones 
were sufficiently nOhrishe(l and the muscles bent the bones 
by drawing therr shorter. JlayoVl says, "the Scab or the 
Itch coming upon this disease 'confers much to the cure 
thereof." 
The literature of the eighteenth century contains 
many med.ical theses written on the subject of rickets, 
Dutthere is lit-tIe added to our clinical picture , and most 
of the writers follow Glissol'i in his explanation of the 
causes. The Germans (7) began to call it the English 
dise.ase and. to a large extent still d? Muellen mentions 
it in 'connect ion with scurv~l, saying that' unt il recently 
it had been o'f rare occurence, but that the 'Gallic exiles 
t 
had brought it into .Germ~ny. Camerarius (7) describes rick-
ets in Nuremberg. it 'deformed even the strongest infants; 
the ribs beiing distorted, the abdomen swollen, and respir-
atory spasms and convulsions were mentioned as common si;''lllP-
toms. He mentions the finding of worms in the stools; and 
thinks the cause of rickets to be due to the courseness of 
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-the food, the 'giving of cold water,and,the exposure of the 
bodies of young children to the cold air. Here again we see 
the imp<?rtance of the conception of the cause of a disease, 
upon the treatment of that disease, and the harm that may re-
sult from'a wrong conception as to the etiology. In the above, 
the obvious result would be to shield the body of the child, 
at all times, from the cold air and thus also from the sunlight; 
and so the child wou;rd be unconsciously deprived 'of one of 
the most valuable agents in combating rickets. 
Boerhave (5) about the beginning of the century gave 
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as tne cause of the disease a venereal t>oison. A pupil of 
his, von Swieten, believed this also, and makes the interest-
ing observation that rickets occured most often in the child-
ren of the Spanish and Portugese Jews living in the ghettoes. 
Portal also believed that rickets was a manifestation of 
syphilis, and Hess (IS) tells us that it is only recently 
that the French gave up the idea that it was based on syphilis. 
The beginning of the nineteenth century brings an int-
eresting account of rickets in the town of Wezlar by Wendel-
stadt (I9' where house after house had tis deformed children. 
He writes, "Rickets is a disease which attacks children only 
between the ages of one and two years. According to our cus-
tom they are fed with pap and starch even while in swaddling 
clothes; as much is put in as can be forced down. n "If the 
children could go about the stre-ets and country all might go 
along without much damage •••.•• but as this is not the case 
but as Just the children must sit indoors, their digestion 
suffers severely .•..• which ends in death, or if they con-
tinue to live, they develop thick joints, cease to:be able to 
walk or have deformed. legs'~ rt 
Trousseau (20) in the same century, showed the relation 
of rickets and osteonqlacia. A little latert.a German, Elsa-
esser, mentioned the softening of the cranial bones, one of 
the few points added to the clinical picture since Glisson. 
This was followed by the seasonal incidenoe of the disease 
notioed by Kassowitz of Vienna; which was to prove of great 
value in working out the relation of sunlight as a therepeutic 
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agent by later workers (7). 
In the nineteenth century Pommer, 1885 (2I), contribut-
ed to the. understanding of rickets with his work on the his-
tological pathology. Little (22) about the same time wrote 
a paper concerning,the medical and surgical aspects of genu-
valgus. Fagge, of Hythe, England, Was the editor of Guy's 
Hospital Repo~ts and a very able pathologist. In 1880, he 
made some investigations 6f ricketa and cretinism. These ex-
perim~nts helped greatly in cle2ring the confusion of these 
two disease (23). 
UT) until 1880 we find that the medical profession ac-
cepted the views of Glisson as to the etiology of rickets. 
But men were beginning to question these viewpoints, and to 
experi~ent with diets and hygienic factors, for these were 
the two most popular,theories explaining the cause of rickets. 
The h~rgienic theory has been supported by Palm (1890, who 
called attention-to the importance of sunlight (24). Kassowitz 
( 192 I), von Hansemann (1906) and :E'indlay (1909) al~o sup-
ported tis view. Diet as the causative agent was adherred to 
by Cheadle (1906), Sutton (1907), Still (1905) and an inter-
mediate pOSition was taken by Cautlry (1913), Holt (1918), 
Howland (1918), and Sweet (1921). These latter men said that 
diet and hygiene both were important factors in the etiology 
of rickets. Stoelzner (1900) said rickets was due to a dis-
order of the adrenal gland. Basch (1906), Klo:?e and Voit (I9CIlO) 
and Matti (1913) thought it due to disorder of the thymus. 
Edheim (1914) said the parathyroid was responsible. Later in~ 
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vestigators were unable to prove any of these theories of 
glandular disturbances as the causative agent however. 
Pritchard (24) went back to a theory of Heitzman's (1873) 
and in 1911 said that long standing cases of acidosls lead 
to a calcium deficiency which resulted in rickets. Morp~rgo 
(1900) and Kock (1911) placed rickets on an infective basis. 
Kock inj ected bacteria into pupp ies and produced r wha;t he 1, 
thought was rickets, but which other experimentors was only 
a disturbance of the calcium metabolism due to the hyper-
pyrexia produced (25). 
In the. second decade of the twentieth century there be-
gan a new interest in experimental medicine and many in-
vestigators turned to the causative agents of rickets. Kor-
enchevsky (26) did a lot of work repeating the experiments 
of earlier workers in order to determine the value of their 
findings. Hopkins (191")6) suggested that rickets was caused 
by a nutritive error consisting of a specific organiC factor. 
Prof. lvlellanby (1920) made the first apgroach in the search 
for an anti-rackitic vitamin in food. He said it was a fat 
soluable vitamin and the same as vitamin A. He used foods 
rich in vitamins Band C but poor in A to produce rickets; 
and found that cod liver oil had the strongest anti-rackitic 
power. 
Harden and Zilva (1919) used vitamin A in determining 
the effect on monkeys. Tozer used guinea pigs; Makay (1921) 
worked with ~ittens; Shipley, Park, McCollum and Simmonds 
(1921) used rats;;and Hess, McCann and Pappenheimer also used 
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rats. These workers all found no rackitic change in the skel-
etons of the rats • when fed on a diet deficient in vitamin 
A, but they did find osteo-porosis. Back in 1898, Heter, who 
knew nething of vitamins used four pigs to determine the val-
ue of fat free diet in causing rickets, and was not able to 
produce the disease (26). 
Findlay (2) Patton and Watson published several papers 
to show that milk butter fat contained no accessory factor 
protecting against rickets. 
Dalyell, Hume, Mackay and Smith prevented rickets by: 
the use of cod liver oil, developing in .animals fed on a diet 
that would produce rickets. They thought that vitamin A was 
the prinCiple factor (26). 
Hodgson (26) brought up the theory that rickets was 
due to an acidotic condition. This theory was an old one, 
first suggested by Leibig in 1884; Piotrousky and Budheim in 
1859 and Heiss in 1876 again brought it to the front. They 
explained the theory as follows: the organic acids in the 
blood extract the calcium from the skeleton and thus pro~ 
duces either rickets or osteo-porosis. They found lactic acid 
in the bones and urine of rtckety children. In the yeq,rs 
1863 to 1890, Frey, Schmutzer, Hoxter, Hess and Warschauer 
found the opposite conditions. Hodgson in bringing up this 
theory again, said it was due to a reduced alkaline reserve. 
Mellanby (25) used puppies for experimental wor~"and 
'Enid tha.t: 'rickets could be produced more easily if skimmed 
milk was used; also that it could be prevented by the use of 
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fat soluable vitamins, cod liver oil being the best for 
this ,urpose. Lean meat had some anti-rackitic power and 
was thought to assist the calcium metabolism. Bread on the 
comtrary,he said, inhibited calcification with a ppor vit-
amin diet. Calcium alone did not produce rickets if it was 
deficient but it did exagg~rate:its effects. The anti-rick1tic 
factor in butter was more effective if there were an abund-
ance of calcium salts present. He found that exercise had 
an anti-rickitic power on puppies, depending to a large ex-
tent on the diet; but could not produce rickets even in the 
absence of all exercise if the diet was good. 
Korenchevsky (26) after some work with Arsenic and Phos-
phorus reached the conclusion that: apparently a deficiency 
of phosphorus alone in a diet abundant in anti-rickitic fact-
or causes no considerable change in the skeleton; and in no 
case produced rickets. Arsenic had a similar action to phos-
phorus. McCollum produced severe rickets in rats by a diet 
poor in anti-rickitic factor,but very rich in calcium salts, 
and with a reduced or sufficient amount of phosphorus. 
Hansemann (1906) said rickets was due to depri~ation 
of fresh air and exercise. He reached this conclusion after 
studying animals in the zoo. He also looked ip the post-
mortem records of children born in the spring and dying in 
the fall, and born in the fall and dying in the spring (26). 
Schmorl 1909, from post mortem records, said the worst rick-
ets occurred in cold weather. Findlay (2) reached the FollOw-
ing conclusions: Rickets is a disea"8"eof the temperate zone 
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and seldom met with in tropical or sub-tropical countries. 
Warm climate permits the child to be brought up out of doors, 
and with the houses used only for sleeping ?urposes. Negroes 
and Italians, though free from the disease in their native 
land, are very susceptible to rickets in New York city. Rick-
ets is more prevalent among the poor than the rich. Children 
of the latter get more exercise and fresh air. And the poor 
are often crouded together in small rooms and the children 
have very little exercise until they become older." 
Ferguson, Patton and Findlay (26) in 1918,in an in-
vestigation in Glasgow noted a series of facts supporting the 
theory that confinement and a lack of exercise are conducive 
to the developement of rickets. They studied 200 cases of 
severe rickets, and 150 cases of mild rickets. They found: 
inadequate air and exercise seem to potent factors in de-
termining the onset of rickets; the probability of rickets 
increased with the number of children in the family; the 
cubic t~et of space was less for the large and the poor 
family; cleanliness was better in the non-rickitic than in 
the rickitic family. 
Moisture as a factor in rickets was observed in Russia 
in those provinces where the moisture exceeds 80~. Shukowsky 
explained this in 19n0 by the fact that the children are kept 
indoors more in a humid climate. Korenchevsky (26( was not 
able to tell any differenc~ in his work with rats~ in differ-
ent degrees of moisture. 
The first effect of liGht on the disease was noted by 
by Bucholz in1904. In 1918, Winkler saw the favorable ef-
fects of the roentgen rays on rickets (26). Violet rays 
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were used effectively by Huldschnisky in 1919, Putzig (1920), 
Karger (I92~), Riedel (1920), Erlicher and Mengert (1921), 
Hume, Mackay and Smith in<~I92!). Hess, Unger and Pappenheimer 
prevented rickets with exposure to the light of the sun, in 
1922. They used rats and exposed them 15 to 30 minutes daily 
to the sunlight (27). 
In 1922, we see that the etiological factors of_~ibkets 
are thought to be: nourishment of the mother during preg-
nancy' and lactation may be an important factor; increased in-
cidence of rickets during the winter months and spontaneous 
cure in the summer explained by the effects of light and diet; 
seasonal fluctuations in incidence explained by variations 
in food oontent; light is a faotor,and more oflt is obtained 
by the child in the summer months and by the child in the 
warm climate; exercise, air, calcium, and vitamins are all 
important factors; finally, ood liver oil is the best source 
of anti-rickitic factor. 
Beginning with 1920, experimental rickets took on new 
interest for many investigators. This is to a large extent 
due to the fact that rickets could now be produced at will 
in experimental animals. The past theories on rickets were 
were difficult to prove and were supported with arguments 
on a clinical ar academic basis. During the last fifteen 
years, however, the theories have been backed up by exper-
imental results or have been refuted. 
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Heredity is one of the oldest supposed causes for rick-
ets. Seigert (7) about 1905 made a study of many families in 
-
which rickets was either notably absent or present. He thought 
heredity the most important factor in the etiology of the 
disease. This would presuppose some change in the ger~ plas~, 
but there seems to be no adequate basis for this idea. On 
the contrary, he did not take into consideration the factors 
of environement, sunlight, and pigment; all of which will ex-
plain why heredity appeared to ply so large apart. Today, the 
role of heredity is thought to be in a generic sense such as 
the pigment of the skin of the negroe,or the environement of 
the individual; and the effect is thus a secondary one. 
Age is an important factor (7, 28). The infant is ex-
posed less to the sunlight, grows faster and needs more cal-
Cillm and other minerals in order to build bone. Rickets is 
not congenital and heals itself, usually, before the fifth 
year. These conclusions have been reached following roent-
genographical examinations of the bones of many children. 
Sex, according to Fromme, was thought to be important 
in the incidence of rickets. He said it was much more fre-
quent in males than females. The exact part played by sex 
is not yet definitely worked out, but it seems to be more of 
an endocrine factor in the disturbance of the calcium metab-
olism with the resulting tetany than in rickets itself (7). 
The congenital factor has been much discussed. Kas-
sowitz believed all cases to be congenital, basing his con-
clusions on histological changes in the bones; but his er-
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ror in interpretation of the bone changes was later shown by 
several workers. Schmorl (7) took the opposite viewpoint. 
Hess and Weinstock (29) in a study of 250 cases of the epi-
phises of the hones of new-born infants"with x-rays found 
no rickets. Again, by chemical ~nalyses of the blood, by 
Hess and Matzner, no relationship was found between the con-
tent of calcium or of inorganic phosphorus in the blood of 
the newly born and the subsequent developement of rickets 
(30). The best argument in favor of congenital rickets is 
probably that premature infants are almost always subject to 
it in some degree. Another explanation of this may be the ex-
tremely rapid rate of growth of the premature infant. 
Diet, an old theory as to the cause of rickets, is 
still thought to play an important part. Korenchevsky (26) 
laid a great deal of importance to the value of the milk: of 
the la.ctating animal. He said the young might be protected 
from rickets by the fat soluable vitamin A and the calcium 
content of.the milk of the mother. Mellanby (3I) wrote a 
paper showing that rickets was due to a deficiency of the 
fat soluable vitamin A. ]urther experimentation soon proved 
that there was .an error and that animals deprived of this 
vitamin did not develope rickets, but rather they developed 
keratomalaoia a disorder of the eyes (32). Hopkins (I920) 
showed that oxidation destroys vitamin A (33). In I922 
McCollum (34) demonstrated that what was formerly thought t 
to be a single fat soluable vitamin was in reality two vit-
amins; and he separated them by means of oxidation. He sub-
jected cod liver oil to a stream of air bubbles at the tem-
l 
perature of boiling water, for twelve to fburteen hours. 
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This was used on rats to see if it would protect them from 
xerophthalmia and rickets. It was found that it did protect 
them from rickets but not from xerophthalmia, so he conclud-
ed that there was still an active principle effective against 
rickets and he called this vitamin D. These findings were 
soon confirmed by Goldblatt and Zilva (35). Thus Funk (36) 
was proved correct when he included rickets in a list of 
diseases due to deficiency of some vital factor or avitamin-
osis in 1914. 
Hutchison and Shah (37) working with Hindus and Mo-
hammedons in India proved fairly conclusively that vitamin 
A was not the anti-rickitic factor. The confusion on this 
point for several years seems to,have been due to the sep-
paration of the fat soluable vitamins being so difficult, or 
to a failure to appreciate the fact that there were two fat 
soluable vitamins involved. Since this fact has been demon-
strated • it is easy to see why there were conflicting re-
sults over the anti-rickitic power of the fat soluable vit-
min. This anti-rickitic factor is not as well distributed in 
nature as are the water soluable vitamins. It is present to 
the largest extent in cod liver oil, next in the yolk of hens 
eggs, and in a very minimal amount in the cream of cow's milk. 
Now it is generally agreed that the eggs and milk depend for 
the amount of the factor which they contain, on the exposure 
to the amount of ultra violet light that the animals or 
chickens were Bubgected.(7). 
In 1919, Mellanby (38) proved by Lexperiments with 
dogs that the factor in cod liver oil was a specific for 
rickets. Shipley, Park, McCollum and the"ir associates de-
monstrated the same the same value of cod liver oil in the 
cure of rickets in rats (39). Experiments to determine the 
value of feeding cod liver oil to pregnant animals showed 
that there was no immunity conferred to their offspring. 
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The same has been found true in the case of man by Hess (7). 
Later experiments have shown that irradiated ergosterol is 
a reliable specific and is effective in extremely small 
amounts. But there is danger with this substance in giving 
too large a dose for it is very toxio • 
There was for some tim~ and still is among a few phys-
icians and a great many of the laity, a belief that the leafy 
vegetables, partioularly spinach, had an anti-rickitic power. 
Hess and Unger in 1920, found that rickets perSisted in spite 
of a diet which included a large amonnt of spinach daily (40). 
Zucker in 1923, showed that the amount of fat soluable prin-
ciple in spinach and carrots) necessary to protect against 
rickets, waS of negl igible Quant i ty (41~'. McClendon (42) 
found no protective power in spinach to protect against rick-
ets, but it did protect against xerophthalmia. Zilva (43) 
found no anti-rickitic factor in cabbage or carrots. Shipley, 
Kinney, and HcCollum found none in extracts of spinach, brus-
sels sprouts, cabbage, celery, tomato or sweet potato (43). 
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For several years some workers thought butter had some 
value in preventing the disease. UcCollum (44) demonstrated 
that it was necessary to feed 15 to 20 % of butter fat in 
order to protect against rickets. It did have more value as 
a preventive measure in xerophthalmia. 
Milk of mothers, although it does not have as high a 
percentage as that of cow's milk, is of much more impotance 
in protecting the infant a.gainst rickets. Repeated studies 
have shown that the degree of incidence af rickets is less 
in those babies nursed by their mothers over those fed on 
cows milk or special baby formulas. However Hess, and Unger 
found almost all of the negroe babies in a certain community 
developed rickets even though nursed by their mothers (45). 
Hess ani Weinstock (46) and Outhouse, l,[acy and Breck (47) 
have found by using human milk on rats, that the high power 
of protection it had against rickets, is not due to the anti-
rickitic factor of the milk. Howevez; Hess, Weinstock and Sher-
man, in 1927, Found that by irradiating the nursing mother 
with ultr-violet light, that the milk following this irrad-
iation had a high Jower of anti-rickitic factor. This could 
not be:.c,dane by feedint cod liver oil, but to some extent was 
possible by feeding irradiated ergosterol. Hart, Steenbock 
and their associates (49) found there was more value in the 
, 
radiations from a quartz mercury-vapor lamp than from the suns 
rays. eondensed milk was thought to tend to produce rickets, 
but this seems not to be the case (7). The same thing was 
true of protein milk. Hess (7) explains this on the basis 
of the extremely rapid growth of the infant fed on protein 
milk. 
Cereals have been assooiated with a partioular type 
of riokets; that of the overweight, large, flabby infant, 
with knook-knees or bowed-legs. In I92I, Mellanby published 
a paper showing that it was the oarbohydrate that produoed 
the riokets, and that oatmeal, barley, rioe and wheaten 
flpur had a deleterious effeot upon bone'produotion in the 
order named (50). HessJin this oountry, reminds us that we 
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do not use as muoh oat oeraal as we do wheat, and oonoludes 
that if oats is a faotor, it must be a seoondary one (7). 
Also, in most oases, oereals are not placed in the diet until 
about the sixth month at whioh time riokets is usually well 
develooed if it is going to develope. 
Hygiene, as the primary faotor in the etiology, has 
for years been a subjeot for argument. In the past the pen-
dulum has svrung from one extreme to the other, Most of the 
arguments however were not on an experimental bais. Findlay 
(5I) has sponsored the importance of exeroise. Kassowit~ (7) 
said that the breathing of noxious gasses in poorly ventilat-
ed rooms was the big faotor. Today, there is more stress on 
sunlight than on fresh air, but it is impossible to the first 
without the second. The value of fresh air was tested by Hess 
by taking rat~ plaoed on a riokets p~oducing diet, and plaoing 
half of them out of doors at night and the other half out of 
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doors in the daytime to get the s~~light. The first group de-
veloped the rickets, the second group did not. This showed 
that the fresh air without the sunlight did not protect aga.inst 
rickets (7). 
Huldschdnsky (52) in 1919, showed the value of Ultra-
violet light in connection with the etiology of rickets. He 
first demonstrated. the curative effect of the mercury-vapor 
lamp by radiog:raphs of the epiphyses of the long bones of 
rackitic infants. Rats were then used to determine the wave 
length best fitted to cure the disease. Hess and his vlorkers 
showed the differen,ce in the amount of radiation needed to 
protect white and black rats. More radiation is needed to 
protect the black rats than the white rats.(7). Originally 
, it waS thought that the value of u~ tra-violet light was in 
elaborating vitamin A. Sheets and ~unk (53) soon demonstrat-
ed that these rays had an effect only upon the anti-rickitic 
factor and not on 'the vitamin A or ant i-xerophthalmia factor. 
In 1921, Hess and Unger (54) demonstrated the curative e,f-
ect of sunshine on rickets. About this time rickets was able 
to be produced in rats by mean,s of a d~et deficient· in Phos-
phorus. Powers and Park (55) and Hes,st Unger and Pappenheimer 
(54) found that the radiations of the mecury-vapor lamp were 
as effective in curing the disease in rats as it was in in-
fants. Then in 1925, Hess and vveinstock (29) took some'·ex-
cised human skin, and after irradiating it with the mercury-
vapor lamp, found that it also conferrred immunity against 
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rickets"when fed to the rats. The skin not irradiated did 
not confer any immunity. These experiments at first were in-
terpreted to mean that the active substance was cholesterol. 
The next few years, however, proved that it was not cholesterol 
but rather ergosterol. Hess (56) and Steenbock (57), in 1924, 
used the ra~s from the mercruy-vapor lamp to produce the anti-
rickitic factor in different foods; particularly in vegetable 
oils and' milk. Very little of the anti-rickitic radiations 
wiil pass through clothing • .out on the other hand, very litt.le 
of the skin need be exposed to give sufficient ergosterol to 
protect the infant from the disease. This fact is in keeping 
with what we know of the extreme potency of activated ergos-
terol. 
The seasonal variation of rickets has for a long time 
been noticed by clinicians, but not until the action of the 
ultra-violet radiations of the sun were known, was this fact 
understood. In 1922, Hess and Lundagen (58),experimenting 
with the 1hosphate of the blood, noticed a periodic alter-
ation according to the season. There was a lowered blood 
?hosphate in the winter time and an abundance of blood phos-
phate in the summer, time. Many experiments,wtth the value of 
the sunfi rays in protecting against rickets, by iifferent 
experimentors, seems to point out that it isn't so much the 
amount of the sunlight as it is the quality and intensity 
of the sun's rays. Hess (7) sums up the knowledge of the 
action of the ultra-violet rays as follows: "Now it has been 
,-
actually proved, although formerly it had been suggested by 
many, that aetinotherapy is the result of a photoehemieal 
reaction upon a definite substanee. tf 
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Fehling,: in. 1887, ·:'proposed a theory that osteomalaeia 
was due to an overaetivity of the ovaries (5~). Sinee that 
time there has been a strong tendency on the part of many 
writers to try to 91ace rickets on an endoerine basis. There 
ap~ears to be a definite relationship between tetany and the 
parathyroid glands. Osteomalaeia is extremely more frequent 
in pregnant women as eompared to non-pregnant women. These 
phenomena would seem to indicate a relation between the para-
th~roids and disturbanees of .the skeleton. In the case of 
rickets, the calcium and phosphorus eontent of the blood is 
raised following the ingestion of small amounts of irradiat-
ed ergosterol. Hess, Lewis and Rivkin (60) working with nor-
J 
mal infants, have shown that the caleium content of the ser-
urn may rise to a level as high as 15 or 16 mg. With this 
hj~er calcemia there goes a hypercalcification ,f the epiph-
yses of the long bones. Irradiated ergosterol was fed to a 
animals suffering with a low ealeium type of riekets and the 
cerum os. loium rese at onee, but after the parathyroids had 
been removed, no benefit was obtained. the signs of tetany' 
were net allayed, nor was the calcium of the blood serum in-
creased very much. These facts would point to a relationship 
of an:laction of the irradiated ergosterol on the parathyroids 
and not of a direet action on the serum ealcium content. 
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:Park and McClure ( 61) thought that they had produced 
rickets by exterpation of the thymus, but the value of these 
as well as of many other workers is negligible in the light 
of the temporary effect which was produced. Stoelzner had 
cIa imed that adrenalin was of value in the treatment of 
rickets, but Hess and Jaffe (62) failed to find this the 
case in their exterpation experiments of the adrenals of 
rats. Work of many men trying to show the relation of rickets 
a nd other of the endocrine glands have so far been unsucces-
ful. 
The Italian Physiologist. Morpurgo, brought out the 
theorynthat an infection was the basis of rickets. He c.r-
ried out many experiments with rats, by innoculating them 
with bacteria, to produce what he thought was rickets. In 
I9II, Kock (63) came to the same conclusions after working 
with dogs, but the value of his work waS lessened due to the 
artficial methods. He had injected the bacteria directly in-
to the epiphyseal line and an enlargement of the line result-
ed. This would in any case result due to disturbing the cells, 
and the result was not a clinical pi~ture of rickets either. 
Ka ssowitz (64) claimed that frequent attacks of pnuemQnia 
or othBr respiratory infections tended to cause rickets. Hess 
(7) was unable to verify this claim. S~~hilis was an early 
suspect for the cause of rickets. First Doerhave, and more 
recently Parrot, Fournier and Marfan have taken this view (65). 
Other workers, particularly in this country, have been umable 
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to take this attitude. Marfan (66) also said that tuberculosis 
was a-cause. He explained his position en the basis of the 
changed marrow and cartilage. But he also had other changes 
extending to the adenoid tissue and lymphatic glands. The· 
part played by toxins is difficult to ascertamn. One thing 
is true of all this type of experiments however, and that 
is the atypical picture which results. 
Phosphorus now plays an important part in the pFoduction 
of experimental rickets. In view of the fact that 95% of the 
cAloium in the benes exists there in the form of the phos-
phateiit is rather surpprising that attention to the phos-
phate ion was not given earlier. It is true that Heubner in 
I909, published an investigation to this fact (67). But not 
much attention was payed to this until 1921, when Sherman and 
Pappenheimer and M:cCollum, Park and Shipley announced that 
they had produced rickets by a deficient phosphorus ration 
(68), (69). Staeltzner, in 1908, reported that he had pro-
duced rickets, characterized by an excessive production of 
osteoid, by feeding strontium (70). Since that time this fact 
has been confirmed several times. Lehnerdt (71) fed diets, 
high in strontium content, to puppies and~rabbits, and also 
te dogs sllckling their young and preduced it in the pups. 
Shipley and'LPark confirmed the work of Lehnerdt, and~i noticed 
that the abnormal histelogical_structure could not be pre-
vented by the giving of cod liver oil (72). Hess (7) also 
states that these animals cS\.n neither be pretected by liberal 
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amounts of ~rradiated ergosterol. So far this condition of 
an increased strontium content has not been of much clinical 
significance as it seems to be only an artificial condition.-
In glancing briefly through the history of rickets, as 
we hav. done, we see that it is roughly divided into four 
periods. The first period extends from the earliest references 
of similar syndromes down to the time of Glisson in 1650. 
The high lights of this period were the references to this 
clinical syndrome in Rome in the second century A. D. by 
Soranus of Ephesus. Galen and Hippocrates both fail to de-
scribe adisease which without dcmbt referred to rickets • .It 
was thought by Soranus to be due to the immoral practices of 
the Roman women at the time of conception. Several paintiags 
of the sixteenth century shpw typical signs of rickets. In 
the first part of the seventeenth century there were several 
references to the clinical picture of rickets, mostly by French-
men. 
Glisson in 1650 gives a very good account of ·the disease 
and states definitely that it appeared in England in the be-
ginning of that century. He attributes the disease as due to 
the s~ft living condition of the south country where it was 
most prevalent. He said it WaS not a congenital disease but 
due to environement and that a loose effeminate constitution 
in either parent, an:.overmoist and full diet and a sedentary 
and soft life were the causes. Ji'or the next two hund~ed and 
fifty to three hunired years little was done to add new light 
4I 
to the subject of etiology. Numerous theses were written 
about it but they followed Glissons idea of the cause. In 
I885, Bommer contributed quite a little to the understanding 
of rickets with his work on the histological pathology. And 
Little helped olear the coception ,f rickets as differentiated 
from Cretinism. 
Following this work the medical profession took a new 
interest in the disease and began to experiment. Animals were 
now used to experiment with and it was soon found that it was 
fairly easy to produce rickets in the rat. The vitamin theory 
stimulated many workers and at first it was thought that the 
fat soluable vitamin A was the factor. Many writers said it 
was an environemental thang and laid great stress on diet, 
while others said fres air and exercise was the thing. 
After 1918 we have the beginning of the present period. 
The fat souable factor was divided by oxidation i. to two 
factors. The value of the ultra violet rays was established. 
The therepeutic value of cod liver oil was demonstrated, and 
the potency of irradiated ergosterol was established. The 
part played by fresh air and exercise is now seen by all. The 
roentgen rays as a means of diagnosis and of progress helped 
a great deal and is still our most useful means of detecting 
early rickets. The exact relationship of the endocrine system 
to the disease is not yet thoroughly understood. But today 
we know muoh of the oause and have a valuable agent for its 
cure and prevention. Cod liver oil, the ultra violet rays, 
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irradiated ergosterol and much later food substances and 
animal products, irradiated with ultra violet rays, especial-
ly milk, give us adequate material for curing and prevent-
ing the disease. 
The History of Rickets, then we see, bears out the 
phrase: IlUnderstanding of a disease is essential for then 
the cure and prevention follow closely in its wake. 
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